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WATER OAK FARM IN THE HEART OF CONSTANTIA’S
WINELANDS IS A GARDENER’S DREAM LANDSCAPE,
WITH DRAMATIC PLANTING ENSEMBLES OWED TO
WENDY FLOQUET’S ARTISTIC EYE FOR DETAIL
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Flanking the house,
a meandering sleeper
pathway leads through
Pride of Madeira,
leucospermums,
leucadendrons and
other Proteaceae
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NATURAL VARIETY

In Brief

Size 4.5 hectares, of which almost
half is landscaped garden. The
remainder is covered in vines that
are managed by Klein Constantia.
Climate Mediterranean. Blasts
of hot south-easterly winds in the
long, dry summer and gale-force
north-westerly winter winds.
Water An ancient borehole that
was refurbished to introduce an
irrigation system.
Soil The clay base has been
steadily conditioned with
compost, gypsum, kelp and bone
meal. Large areas have been
conditioned and then sealed with
a thick mulch layer until the cooler
planting conditions of the winter
months arrive.
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The Indigenous Garden

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE A large selection of aloes,

crassulas, cotyledons, sedums and various vygie species
are brilliant in late winter and spring; in the foreground,
orange watsonias serve as counterpoint to the garden’s
panoramic vistas; cypresses add vertical interest to the
plant-festooned natural-stone retaining walls

T

he two-hectare landscaped garden at
Water Oak Farm
in Constantia bears
testimony to owner
Wendy Floquet’s love
for gardening on a
grand scale. ‘I’ve always loved looking at
big gardens, especially the less formal and
more abundant ones with soft flowing
fields of colour or textures,’ she notes.
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‘Gardens such as Kirstenbosch National
Botanical Garden have inspired me.’
It comes as no surprise then that the
carefully planned garden rooms and areas
(there are more than a dozen) exude a
sense of timeless grace and gravitas. Three
key gardening principles – abundance,
balance and natural beauty – form the basis
for the striking planting ensembles. Her
trained eye and green fingers are evident
in the many rose gardens, bold splashes

of perennial planting, ornamental ponds,
olive orchards, fynbos and dramatic
sweeps of planting.
The garden started taking form while
the Floquets completed their house in
early 2001. They removed the occasional
olive and fig trees and uprooted one and a
half hectares of Hanepoot vines. ‘We built
the two dams right at the start to create an
area of interest at the bottom of the large
piece of ground and laid out the garden

in the traditional way with hosepipes
delineating where the beds were to be,’
Floquet explains of the garden’s inception.
The garden was established from
scratch on bare, flat clay soil that required
many loads of manure and compost. ‘The
challenges were enormous and were not
helped by the gale-force winds which
arrived with disconcerting regularity,’
recalls Floquet. Initially, fynbos seemed to
be the answer. But later these endemic
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plants’ untidy appearance – especially in
winter – resulted in the introduction of
more traditional Cape and English garden
varieties to improve the garden’s overall
visual impact.
Besides the Cape’s fickle weather,
which in itself can wreak havoc on any
given day, the garden is also set against
a slope, which created its own set of
challenges. A level area, partly surrounded
by a werf wall, was established in front of
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the house to counter the steep gradient.
Floquet says that this not only created
a focal point, but also avoided having
a potentially uninteresting long downward
slope to the dams at the garden’s border.
This multifaceted green haven has
come a long way since its fledgling years
and now blends seamlessly to form a visual
feast. Pockets of interest form a perfect
counterpoint to the imposing vistas that
envelop the garden. ‘I have tried to ensure

that each of the areas blend in with the
surrounding vineyards, both those on our
property and those of the surrounding
wine farms. Among the great advantages
we enjoy are the views borrowed from the
well-kept vineyards of our neighbours –
Klein Constantia and Buitenverwachting,’
says Floquet. And, while there are still no
large trees, the water oaks (after which the
property was named) provide muchneeded shade in summer.

The Perennial
Garden

A formal swimming pool is
juxtaposed with sleepers
interplanted with groundcovers,
ornamental grasses and restios.
Perfectly manicured hedges
frame the view along the werf
wall OP P OSIT E PAG E Towering
foxgloves and delphiniums form
part of the perennial English
country-garden look
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Hardscaping has been kept simple
with a rural flavour to complement the
surrounding landscape. This includes
natural sandstone copings, dry-stone
walls, reconstituted sandstone pavers
and cobbles, as well as crushed brown
sandstone and natural rock cascades that
link the two ponds at the entrance. The
epitome of well-structured abundance,
drifts of en-masse planting form the
green backbone of the garden’s design.
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‘I initially had lots of sections filled with
a variety of different plants, but it became
too much like a fruit salad,’ she recalls.
Switching to large masses of plants changed
all this. ‘With the benefit of hindsight
it is easy to see now that it was far more
appropriate for a garden of this size. Arlo
Mitchell of greencube landscapes and
gardens has been of great assistance in this
regard and also in sourcing the many plant
varieties that I have needed,’ she adds.

The inventory of plants and roses (one
of Floquet’s great loves) is endless and
reads like any gardener’s horticultural hot
list. But the true beauty of this verdant
Constantia garden lies in Floquet’s
instinctive ability to showcase them with
such astute style. That, and the fact that
her passion for gardening has become
an almost tangible entity at Water Oak
Farm. greencube % 083 435 3197;
8 www.greencube.co.za
n

The Water and
Meadow Garden

C LOCKWISE FR OM A BOV E The

pond area is planted with zantedeschia
aethiopica, Gunnera perpensa and
wachendorfia thyrsiflora; lawns flow into
borders with en-masse planting; purple
poppies add splashes of colour; Salvia
leucantha and Scabiosa africana are
set against a muted background
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